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Introduction
Since the (economic) impact of COVID-19 on society and business is still unforeseeable, we are all going through a period of uncertainty.
Maintaining overview, insight and control over your legal rights and obligations is key. By performing a triage of your organization’s
contracts, you can prioritize and anticipate, thereby mitigating the risks that your organization is exposed to.
To get you started, we have set out a possible approach and guidance to contract triage. Adoption of legaltech can reduce the additional
workload of your legal function. Also a note on the human factor is considered, and we close off by looking ahead: next steps for your
organization to unlock the additional value of contractual triage.
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Considerations contractual triage
Contractual triage
Our starting point is: what if contractual obligations can no longer be fulfilled under the current circumstances? This
question may rise due to declining market demand, supply chain issues and the cancellation of events among several
industries. If your contractual obligations are no longer aligned with the circumstances of the current situation, it is
important to reconsider the legal position of your organization. If it turns out to be necessary, you are recommended to
adjust the management of your contract portfolio accordingly.

Triage your contracts
The considerations below may provide you with an overview of
contractual obligations, rights, and potential risks your business
may face:
1. List all your contracts
• Create an overview of your current contracts and counterparties;
• List your obligations, rights and liabilities pursuant to the
contracts;
• Classify whether, and if so which General Terms & Conditions
apply to the contracts;
• Make an overview of any written or oral agreements made after
conclusion of the contracts.
2. Flag business-critical obligations
• Determine obligations that affect business-critical applications
and processes.
3. Highlight the obligations and rights that are due and
payable
• Create insight in which obligations are immediately due
and payable, and which can be suspended, decreased or
terminated prematurely;
• Additionally, determine whether you are entitled to delivery of
certain goods, services and payment thereof.
While triaging your contracts, the high-level considerations as
stated the contractual checklist may be of value (full checklist
can be found on page 8 and further). The following contractual
provisions are included: force majeure, unforeseen circumstances,
suspension, termination for convenience, termination for cause,
and the penalty clause.
Adopt legaltech tools
Nowadays businesses tend to have more contracts with a
shorter turnaround than before. Because of this trend, it
becomes increasingly difficult for counsel to carry out all contract
management manually. Adopting legaltech tools (e.g. automated
contract due diligence tools) can help you cut through a vast
portfolio of contracts. Thereby allowing your team to focus on
contracts that require special attention. This may be particularly
convenient when the attention of your legal team goes out to
managing a small number of contracts that are significantly

affected. If your legal function experiences a heavy workload,
adoption of legaltech tools may help you cut through the jungle of
your contractual obligations. Legaltech tools, like the Legal Engine
of Deloitte, may help you automatically analyze a vast portfolio of
contracts. The Legal Engine classifies contractual clauses and flags
contracts and clauses that require your attention. Thereby, taking
the job of combing through thousands of contracts manually out of
your hands. Organizations that adopt legaltech tools may benefit
from various advantages (e.g. cost reduction of the legal function,
improvement of legal process management). Legaltech tools may
consequently help you to stay in control of your legal obligations
during these challenging times.
Focus on the human factor
We recommend you not to lose sight of the human factor. Once
you have mapped - manually or with help of Legaltech tools - your
contractual obligations, right and liabilities, it is advisable to shift
your focus. Especially during these challenging times, you are
recommended to determine ways where both parties can resolve
their differences and act with shared interests in mind.
Unlock additional value of triaging
Once you have an overview of and insight in your contract
portfolio, you could consider going the extra mile: by unlocking the
additional value of triaging your contracts. Consider gaining better
insight into the following: the turnaround times of your contracts,
the annual price increases, business models, and contractual
optimization of IP. These additional contractual insights can help
you to reduce costs, achieve value beyond the contract’s original
scope, improve contract writing management and optimize
contractual and/or operational efficiencies.
It is advisable to take on a tailor-made approach to your contractual
triage that perfectly fits your organization’s industry, size and
profile. Your contractual obligations are only one side of the puzzle.
The complex legal and regulatory landscape and contractual
mechanisms that constantly change should be considered as well
when determining the legal position of your organization. We can
help, as your trusted legal advisor, to navigate through the everchanging legal landscape.
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How to manage contractual obligations, rights and potential risks your
business may face

Do you have in-dept overview of your current contractual obligations, rights and liabilities?

YES

NO

List your contracts and counter parties, flag business-critical
obligations and further highlight the obligations and rights that are
due and payable

Is maintaining control of your vast contract portfolio
time-consuming for your legal function?

NO

YES

Start making use of the contractual checklist to analyze contractual
provisions that may need to be adjusted to mitigate potential risks,

Focus on (manually) triaging

such as force majeure, unforeseen circumstances, suspension,

the contracts that are

termination, and the penalty clause.

significantly affected by the

Consider the additional
value that the legal

current pandemic and

department may bring to

therefore require special

the business: gaining

attention. To manage the

additional insights in the

contracts that can fully

turnaround time of your

remain in place or merely

contracts and pricing

need minor

models you will be able to

rearrangements, you might

reduce costs, achieve value

consider adoption of

beyond the contract’s

legaltech tools. Such tools,

original scope and optimize

like the Legal Engine of

contract writing

Deloitte, may help you

management to obtain

automatically analyze a

operational efficiencies.

vast portfolio of contracts.

Furthermore: being in time

Thereby, taking the job of

to renegotiate fees, pricing

combing through thousands

models and time periods

If you need further help with your contractual triage, please contact

of contracts out of your

before a contract expires.

us for assistance with navigating through your contract portfolio

hands.

and the complex, ever-changing legal and regulatory landscape.

Adoption of legaltech tools, like Deloitte’s Legal Engine, may help you create an overview of your (vast) contractual portfolio. This may be
particularly convenient when the attention of your legal team is aimed at managing a small number of contracts that are significantly affected by
the pandemic. If this leaves you with a lack of time, manpower and legal tech to manage the remaining contracts, legaltech tools can take the job off
managing thousands of contracts of your hands and enables your legal function to focus on triaging those contracts that require special attention.
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Checklist
1. Force majeure
Explanatory note
Force majeure concerns the non-accountable shortcoming or the impossibility to fulfill an obligation. In principle, a debtor
who is in a situation of force majeure may not be required to perform its obligations or to pay damages. Please note, if the
performance under the agreement can still be provided with higher costs involved or other disadvantage for your business,
invoking force majeure will rarely succeed.
Contractual force majeure provisions
Parties can deviate contractually from the statutory force
majeure clause by limiting or extending the circumstances that
constitute a force majeure situation. If parties have stipulated
a different allocation of risk, it is important to first consider
whether COVID-19 qualifies as force majeure within the meaning
of the contract. The legal effect of a force majeure event is
usually considered part of a force majeure clause. Second,
the legal consequences thereof should be determined for the
current situation.

any obligation (force majeure) is largely dependent on the
restrictive measures announced by the public authorities,
which prevent full or partial performance of contractual
obligations. For example, meetings and events cannot take
place due to the strict ban, or goods cannot be supplied under
a supply agreement due to corona related import and export
restrictions. In this regard it should also be considered whether
the contractual obligations can (still) be fulfilled in an alternative
way and whether the parties have done everything possible to
limit damages.

Statutory force majeure provision
If force majeure is not mentioned in the contract specifically,
you will fall back on the law applicable to the agreement. If the
agreement is governed by Dutch law, the question whether
force majeure exists, depends on the specific circumstances
of the case and should be assessed on a case-by-case
basis. Whether COVID-19 results in the impossibility to fulfil

Legal effect of a successful action
In case of a force majeure event, the creditor is not entitled to
compensation due to a breach of performance, nor can he claim
performance of the contract. In the event of force majeure, the
creditor may still terminate the contract because of a breach.
Furthermore, in the event of force majeure, the debtor may
demand full or partial termination of the agreement.

Potential outcomes of a successful force majeure claim:
i. Suspension of contractual obligations;

ii. Postponement of the deadline for performance of obligations;

iii. Lapse of liability;

iv. An obligation to renegotiate the terms of the contract; and/or

v. The right to (partially) terminate the agreement.
8
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2. Unforeseen circumstances
Explanatory note
If an appeal on the grounds of force majeure does not offer a solution, an appeal on the grounds of unforeseen
circumstances may be considered. These circumstances must be unforeseen which, at the time of conclusion of the
agreement, were still in the future - which have not been considered when entering into the contract - and such that the
other party may not expect the party seeking revision of the agreement to remain unchanged, according to standards of
reasonableness and fairness.

At the same time, circumstances more focused on an individual
contract can also qualify as unforeseen circumstances, such
as when the contract has (partly) lost its meaning, the value
between the mutual obligations has been seriously disturbed
(the costs of performance for the debtor have increased
exceptionally or the value of the performance for the creditor
has decreased exceptionally) or when performance has become
extremely difficult. For example, as a result of COVID-19 the
creditor no longer has an interest in the supply of the purchased
goods or services or that the supply of goods or services has
become much more expensive for the debtor.
The question of whether the legal relationships created
by an agreement will remain unchanged often arises if the
circumstances under which the agreement was concluded
have changed significantly. This question can also be answered
by applying the principles of reasonableness and fairness. If
companies run into major financial and/or business problems,
as a result of COVID-19, there is no normal entrepreneurial
risk that the aggrieved party must bear according to common

opinion. The aggrieved party is then entitled to amend or
terminate the contract.
Please note, an unforeseen circumstance has a prospective
nature. For contracts already concluded at this moment, it is
more likely that the consequences of COVID-19 have (already)
been considered.
Legal effect of a successful action
If unforeseen circumstances are present, the other contracting
party can be asked to renegotiate the contract or suspension of
the contractual obligations. If necessary, the court can be asked
to change the consequences of the contract or to (partially)
terminate the contract. In doing so, the court has a broad
freedom in for example (temporarily) amending or (partially)
terminating the contract and even decide that the negative
consequences of COVID-19 must be divided equally between
the parties. The objective thereof is to restore the contractual
balance in such a way that the agreement is as close as possible
to what the parties initially intended.

Potential outcomes of a successful appeal on unforeseen circumstances:
i. Suspension of contractual obligations;

ii. Postponement of the deadline for performance of obligations;

iii. Lapse of liability;

iv. An obligation to renegotiate the terms of the contract; and/or

v. The right to (partially) terminate the agreement.
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3. Suspension
Explanatory note
Under certain circumstances a contractual obligation might be suspended by the debtor. An outstanding receivable is not
due and payable if, among other things, it is subject to a suspensive period that is included in the interest of the other party,
or if the debtor must perform before the other party. Furthermore, it is required that the other party, although its obligation
is due and payable, does not fulfil its obligations. A valid suspension does not result in the non-performance of the
suspending party. In the case of long-term contracts, a temporary change (including suspension) or partial termination is
more obvious than a permanent change or full termination. After all, the consequences of COVID-19, on the performance of
contracts, are of a temporary nature.

Legal effect of a successful action
The purpose of suspension of a contractual obligation is to put
pressure on the other party to comply with its obligations and,
should the other party fail to do so, it also has the character
of security for the payment of the compensation arising from
the default.

Potential outcomes of a successful suspension appeal:
i. Suspension of contractual obligations;

ii. Postponement of the deadline for performance of obligations;
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4. Termination for convenience

Explanatory note
Fixed-term contract
Contracts with a fixed-term can in principle not be terminated unilaterally, if there is no provision for early termination in the
contract or the GTCs.

Contract for an indefinite period of time
Contracts which are entered into for an indefinite period of
time, can generally speaking be terminated prematurely. Those
contracts can be terminated prematurely for well-founded
reason(s) only. If parties have not agreed upon a specific
notice period for termination, a reasonable notice period must
be observed. The reasonable period should be determined
based on all relevant circumstances of the case (e.g. duration
of the agreement, investments made, etc.). If a period of
notice regarding the termination for convenience is included
in the contract, this period of notice shall, in principle, apply.
The principles of reasonableness and fairness may result

in (i) a longer or shorter notice period must apply and/or (ii)
compensation must be paid to the other party. Pursuant to
many contracts, parties have agreed that the contract may
be terminated with immediate effect after [X] days that a
situation of force majeure has occurred, and which has not
been resolved.
Legal effect of a successful action
Termination of the agreement without any obligation to undo
and/or liability. Partial termination might be a possibility to
decrease purchase obligation or obligation to deliver/perform.

Potential outcome of a successful appeal on termination for convenience:
The right to (partially) terminate the agreement
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5. Termination for cause
Explanatory note
A termination for cause can only occur when one party fails to adequately fulfil their contractual duties regarding the
obligations they have as set out in the contract. Additionally, the shortcoming in the performance of contractual duties must
justify termination of the agreement for cause, meaning that a minor shortcoming will preclude the possibility to terminate
the contract for cause. Potential material breaches could be explicitly defined in the contract, or one could also terminate for
cause based on general contract law. The party that is responsible for the default will nearly always have some sort of
financial penalty or liability if the termination for cause is found to be valid.

Invalid termination for cause
However, if a party terminates the agreement for cause, but the
cause is not found to be valid, then the termination will likely
be considered one of convenience. If the factors that led to the
termination for convenience are not allowable by the contract,
then whoever instigated the termination would likely be liable
for (considerable) damages to the other party
Partial termination for cause
It is also possible to partially terminate an agreement for cause
pursuant to Dutch law. First, you can partially terminate an
agreement for cause for future obligations only under the
agreement. Second, you can partially terminate for cause in
terms of content: when delivered goods have a lower quality

or quantity than agreed upon in the agreement, the purchase
price can be proportionally reduced by partial termination for
cause as well.
Legal effect of a successful action
Termination of the contract and the obligation to (partially) undo
the work performed, is depending on whether the agreement
has been terminated for cause entirely, partially or for future
work only. Additionally, the party that is in breach of the contract
might be liable for damages and has the obligation to financially
compensate the other party. A successful termination for
cause results in the obligation to undo all events resulting from
the contract.

Potential outcome of a successful appeal on termination for cause:
The right to (partially) terminate the agreement
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6. Final Check: Penalty Clause

Explanatory note
Force majeure, unforeseen circumstances, suspension, termination for convenience and termination for cause are used to
amend the obligations between parties pursuant to the agreement by limitation, suspension or even termination. The
penalty clause, however, is used for a different purpose. On the one hand, a penalty clause gives the incentive to comply
with all contractual obligations. And penalty clauses are contractual provisions which parties can use to impose penalties on
each other, if one party breaches a contractual obligation on the other hand.

Penalty clauses generally stipulate a sum of money (the penalty)
that will be payable or a discount that should be given on the
purchase price the party who breaches the contract. If the
contract concerns the provision of services, a penalty clause
might be included in an applicable service level agreement.
Limitations of the penalty clause
The Dutch Civil Code regulates that a creditor cannot demand
that both the contractual penalty clause and the obligation
to which this penalty clause is linked be fulfilled. What is

indebted based on a contractual penalty clause will replace the
compensation for damages that would have been due by virtue
of law, unless explicitly agreed otherwise in writing. A creditor
cannot demand performance of the contractual penalty clause
when the non-performance of the obligation is not attributable
to the debtor.
Legal effect of a successful action
The right to impose a penalty leads to a payable sum of money
or a discount on the purchase price, as specified in the contract.

Potential outcome of a successful appeal on termination for cause:
The right to (partial) compensation under the agreement.
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Please get in touch
More information

For more information please get in touch:

Peter Kits
Partner
Mobile: +31 (0)6 1300 1055
Email: pkits@deloitte.nl

Dominique Poot
Senior Manager
Mobile: +31 (0)6 5359 8604
Email: dopoot@deloitte.nl

Tessie Schuurs
Lawyer
Mobile: +31 (0)6 3017 6544
Email: tschuurs@deloitte.nl

Sander Spans
Consultant
Mobile: +31 (0)6 2210 7608
Email: sspans@deloitte.nl
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